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Abstract: Financial theories support the efficient market hypothesis, which assumes that prices are fair in the
market and investors behave rationally while taking any investment decision. Individual Investors of the stock
market are therefore thought to take rational decisions while making judgments and investment decisions.
However, a lot of studies on behavioral finance have criticized the phenomenon of market efficiency and
investor’s rationality. The empirical evidences of these studies conclude the involvement of behavioral biases
and psychological impacts on investor’s judgments and decision making. Keeping this in mind the present
study has focused on studying the impact of affect heuristic, fear and anger on individual investor’s judgments
and decision making. Overall discussion concludes the presence of behavioral biases in decision making
process of investors.
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INTRODUCTION Lucey and Dowling [4] narrate that emotional

The stock exchange is a market place where buying of underlying cost associated with the most favorable
and selling of securities takes place. The companies are decision making. Sometimes individual investors make
listed in stock exchange and buyers and sellers having perceptions by their own regarding market trends
securities of listed companies’ trade at fair and efficient according to limited available information and due to
market  prices. Stock exchange plays an important role which emotions influence judgment and decision making
that whether market is working proficiently, fairly, [5]. According to Lee and Andrade [6] negative emotions
systematically and blatantly or not. There are three stock particularly fear influence risk perception while investor
exchanges in Pakistan, Karachi Stock Exchange makes a decision. Due to fear investors always approach
(Guarantee) Ltd, Lahore Stock Exchange (Guarantee) Ltd certain events and stay away from uncertain or risky
and Islamabad Stock Exchange (Guarantee) Ltd. Major events and at the time of decision making anxious
Instruments through which an investor can invest in investors always prefer a certain event. An event in which
stock exchange are stocks or shares and bonds. Selden [1] anger is experienced in past professional occasions then
writes in a book of psychology of the stock market that the intuitive judgment and decision making is more
the ups and downs of prices in stock exchanges depend effective than the anger which is personally faced by an
upon  a very substantial degree of psychological investor. Most of the time moderate fear leads investor to
approach of investing and trading community. According make some sort of rational decisions but fear of high
to Finucane, AlHakami, Slovic and Johnson [2] there is a degree propels investors to make irrational decisions [7].
negative relationship between risk and benefits Affect means the explicit quality of “goodness” or
perception due to affect heuristic. Loewenstein [3] argues “badness” which is experienced consciously or
that at the time of making decision feelings and emotions unconsciously as a feeling state and it also discriminates
force an individual towards a direction which belongs to the positive or negative features of stimulus [8]. Fear and
long term costs and benefits of the activities which are anger are two types of negative emotions. Although fear
incongruent. is  characterized   as   negative   emotion   yet  it positively

decision making of an investor is basically the avoidance
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impacts on investor’s decision making. Anger makes the Review of Literature: Some researchers argued that
investor to use his or her intuitive judgment whatever he feelings lead investors to unnecessary biases [18, 8] and
or she has experienced in carrier and most of the time therefore it is needed to keep these feelings under control
anger investors make risky decisions which may lead to while making judgments [19]. Affective feelings can bias
irrational decision making by [9]. Judgments and decision making  in  variety  of  ways.

Damasio [10] has divided emotions into six First, emotions can distort the information retrieved in the
categorizes that are disgust, happiness, surprise, sadness, brain while making any decision. Second, feelings and
fear, anger. In Pakistan less research has been done so far emotions can directly influence our judgments which are
on the impact of these emotions on investor’s behavior. required for decision making. For example, while making
The results of large number of historical studies, based on decisions  people   are  inclined  to  make  judgments
lab experiments have shown that emotions play negative which are in line with their affective states of mind [20].
role in investment decision making of people [11] but Third, affective feelings and emotions can bias people
some other studies have focused on positive impacts of choices [21]. For example, many studies have found that
emotions on decision making [12-14]. So it is difficult to severe unpleasant feelings and emotions cause’s
generalize their results for a population in natural individuals to support short-term improvements therefore
environment because the decision making process in such they focus on what is finest at the moment instead of
an environment are far different from complex real world considering the long-term negative consequences [21].
judgments and decision making processes therefore However   some   others  studies  argued  that
present study is based on survey method in order to grab feelings  play  vital  role  in  effective  decision  making
real intentions of people. The aim of this study is to find [10]. These studies  have  proposed  that  feelings
out what role emotions play in investment decision facilitate effective decision making in variety of ways.
making of Pakistani investors. First affective feelings drive the conscious attention

In the most recent study Snir, Kudryavtsev and which is essential for the extensive cognitive processes
Cohen [15] have studied the impact of five types of which are directly involved in decision making Damasio
behavioral biases hot hand fallacy, herd behavior, [10] found that one of the critical functions of feelings is
gambler's fallacy, disposition effect  and  availability that they divert attention of people from less urgent goals
heuristic on  stock  market  investment  decisions  but to more urgent goals. Damasio [10] also stated that
they have not studied the impact of negative emotions feelings enhance the consciousness which facilitates
(Fear and anger) and affect heuristic. Gilovich, Griffin and judgments and decision making. Second, feelings and
Kahneman [16] studied the affect of Overconfidence, emotions can assist judgments and decision-making
Representativeness, Herding, Anchoring, Cognitive processes which are involved in choosing and prioritizing
Dissonance,  Regret  Aversion,  Gamblers’  Fallacy, options are relevant to the requirement of the situation
Mental  Accounting and Hindsight Bias, on the [10]. Mehmood et al. [22] conducted research on
judgments and  decision   making   of   individual behavioral implications of investors for investments in the
investors in the Indian Stock Market, but they have not stock market studied effects of only the socio economic
studied the impact of negative emotions (Fear and anger) variables and its determinants such as variations in
and affect heuristics on individual investors investment regulations, sensational attitudes and their marital status
decision. In Pakistan Arshad et al. [17] conducted a on risk perception in stock market.
research and used representativeness and anchoring and Gambetti and Giusberti [9] conducted a research to
adjustment and leniency in their model but they also did study the impact of anger on investment decisions; the
not incorporate effects of affect heuristic in their model. results showed that anger is positively related to
Present study is an extension to these studies which will investor’s willingness to invest in diversified portfolio
cover empirical evidences from Pakistani stock market and also angry people usually make risky decisions.
effects of affect heuristic, anger and fear on single Previous research has shown that trait anger increases the
investor’s behavior. Present research will be a pioneer inclination to perceive circumstances as predictable,
study in Pakistan in this context. To explore the possible understandable and under control of an individual by
impact of affect heuristic and negative emotions (fear and Ellsworth et al. [23] and also investors feel optimistic and
anger) on the individual investor’s judgments and invulnerable in anger [24] to which angry people feel less
investment decisions. risk in new circumstances [25].
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Lerner and Keltner [26] studied the effect of fear and  effect of fear and anger on risk perception there results
anger on risk perception there results proved that proved that investors having emotions of fear estimate
investors having emotions of fear estimate risk risk pessimistically and therefore they make risk averse
pessimistically and therefore they make risk averse investment decisions whereas angry investors show
investment decisions whereas angry investors show opposite results they estimate risk optimistically and
opposite results they estimate risk optimistically and therefore make risky investment decisions. Cao, Han,
therefore make risky investment decisions in a hope to get Hirshleifer and Zhang [27] studied the impact of fear on
high returns on them. Angry Investors perceive that diversification, their results found that fear of unfamiliarity
situations are easy to predict, understand and control of events lead investors to think about pessimistic
Ellsworth et al. [23] also angry investors are optimistic scenarios so they prefer to invest in familiar assets and
and feel invulnerable [24] due to which anger leads them avoid diversification.
to percieve less risk while taking investment decisions On the basis of the above mentioned literature our
[25]. Lerner and Keltner [26] concluded in their study that second and third hypotheses are:
fearful investors are mostly involved in risk aversive
behaviors whereas angry investors show risk taking H : Anger positively affects individual investor’s
behavior while making judgments and investment judgments and investment decision making
decisions. H : Fear positively affects individual investor’s

Many recent studies on emotions showed that some judgments and investment decision making
negative emotions can lead investors to intuitive
decision-making. Cao, Han, Hirshleifer and Zhang [27] Four variables are used in present study i.e. affect
conducted a research on the role of fear on investment heuristic, fear and anger are studied as independent
decision making, their result showed that fear of unknown variables and their combine effect on dependent variable
events lead investors to home biases and fearful investors judgment and decision making of an individual investor.
go for less diversification. Some other studies found the Previous studies show that there is a negative
impact of anger and sadness on decision-making, using relationship between affect heuristic and decision making
lab studies their results found that people angry investors of an individual investor. This is because an investor
are mostly involved in intuitive decision-making while sad perceives negative relation between risk and return while
investors are involved in rational decision-making [28] investing in the stock market. A situation which is
also concluded that anger and happiness led investors to suitable to invest for one investor would not necessarily
make investment decisions using intuitions rather than be the same for another investor in stock market. Most of
rationality however sadness and fear led investors to the time investors do ratings of their choices by using
make rational investment decisions. Contrary to this their gut feelings which is more fascinating them and
Katkin, Wiens, and Ohman [29] argued that Fear alerts ultimately they are directed towards irrational judgment
people to possible risks thus helping them to make and decisions. Fear shows positive relationship with
rational  decision.  Lerner  and  Keltner,  [26]   studied  the judgment  and  decision making of an individual investor.

2

3

Theoretical framework:

Fig. 1: Relationships between independent variables and dependent variable
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Although fear is a negative emotion yet it has positive negatively impact the investor’s judgments and decision
impact on investor decision making. Fear makes an making [9, 23, 24] Fear will  have  positive  impact  on  it
individual take careful steps even precautionary measures [26, 28, 29]. It is difficult to do rational judgment and
while decision making. Most of the time individual decision making for angry investors because anger leaves
investors do not take right decisions which are beneficial negative signs on investor’s mind and leads to wrong
for them due to fear and all their efforts end in a wild decisions. Sometimes angry decisions make an investor
goose chase to avail that opportunity. Anger shows a bear dire consequences because these decisions have no
negative relationship on dependent variable in our model. proper analysis as well as no rational judgment by [9]. 
Anger leads an investor to make quick decisions which Present study focuses on exploring such evidences
may be the result of his aggressive nature and due to that might help us to resolve this ongoing debate. On the
which an investor could not achieve his / her ultimate basis of simple discussion with some investors from
financial objectives. Islamabad stock exchange this study proposes that

DISCUSSION Based on the observation of this proposition in a stock

It is a valuable study to describe the combined effect to explore the hypothesis that affect heuristic negatively
of affect heuristic, fear and anger on individual investor’s impacts on the judgment and decision making of an
judgment and decision making. It is observed that there individual investor.
are also some investors trading in the stock market who
are illiterate and have no sufficient financial educational CONCLUSION
background so that they are unable to do detail financial
analysis before taking any decision and use heuristics to Present study deals with the impact of affect heuristic
get rid of that critical decisional phase. At the same time and two emotions fear and anger but future researchers
fear also helps investors to take some precautionary may study the combined impact of other types of
measures to be on safer side while making the decision. heuristics and emotions on individual investors as well as
Present study is a step towards a better awareness of institutional investor’s judgment and decision making.
impacts heuristics, fear and anger for an individual Furthermore the moderating effect of personal moods and
investor as well as corporate investors. Present study is different personality types can also be studied to find out
in the line with the previous literature to examine the how they can change the relationships between different
impact of affect heuristic, fear and anger have negative types of behavioral biases and investors decisions.
relationship with the risk judgment and decision making
of an individual investor [8]. An investor always wants REFERENCES
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